
Disciple Making Task Force Minutes December 16 2018 
 
Thanks you for a very productive and exciting meeting. 
 
 Dorothy let the group know that, per Rev. Melanie, a part time position will be opening up in 2019 for a 
part time coordinator who may/will be working on going forward with long-term planning for forming small 
groups, helping to place current and new members in small groups, and other various tasks.  That person 
will be working with our team as we continue fulfilling our prescription.  A full description will be available 
in 2019.   
 
Progress - We are on track to launch three small groups in March.  Lynn has three potential leaders for 
the sermon based small groups.  She will follow up with them.  Lynn and Amy are working on training and 
guidelines. Our goal is to have an information signup, pot luck lunch and kickoff in Feb. 
 
Note to Rev. Melanie – how should we work with anyone giving a sermon to have questions supplied for 
small groups? 
 
Communication to church – Lynn is sending a News You can Use article to the group for review.  Please 
read and send any changes to her.  We hope to convey a message that the groups will help with deeper 
personal faith development and help members connect with other people. 
 
Lynn suggested having a pilot short-term small group so we will have some insight into what works and 
what doesn't for the startups?  Marshall agreed to be the team leader.  We will start at 12 noon on 
Tuesday January 8 at noon and go for 3-4 weeks only.  Zoom attendance will be available. Karen, Nancy, 
Bob, Lynn and Dorothy have responded as interested in attending, but please show up on Feb. 8 if 
interested.  If available, Amy will call in on Zoom.  Thanks to everyone for your enthusiastic response! 
 
Note to Rev. Melanie – we apologize for the short notice, but is it possible to start receiving 
sample sermon questions or discussion points starting with the Jan. 6th sermon for this pilot 
group? 
 
We continue to have issues finding a meeting time that works for everyone in the group.  Amy will send 
out a Doodle time management tool to try and find some alternate times for January.  We will meet on 
Sundays, Jan 13 and 27 at 8:45 plus additional meetings TBD.  We will need to do this to make our 
launch on Feb. 3.   
 
Feb. 3- how do we plan the potluck?  Is any funding available?  Should we do a salad bar?  We will need 
to check this out in January. 
 

 


